
In the Matter of the Petition of 

INTERNATIONAL BROTBBRHOOD OF 
ELECTRICAL WORKERS, LOCAL UNION 158 _ 

To Initiate Arbitration Between Said Petitioner 

-and- Decision No. 26949-A 
VILLAGE OF GRESHAM (UTILITY) 

Appearances - Marianne Goldstein Robbins, Attorney at Law, for the Union 
Robert Burns, Attorney at Law, for the Employer 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union 158, 
hereinafter referred to as the Union, filed a petition with the Wisconsin 
Employment Relations Commission, hereinafter referred to as the Commiesion, 
alleging that an impasse existed between it and the Village of Gresham 
(Utility), hereinafter referred to as the Employer, in their collective 
bargaining. It requested the Commission to initiate arbitration pursuant to 
section 111.70(4)(cm)6 of the Municipal Employment Relations Act. A member of 
the Connnission's staff conducted an investigation in the matter. 

At all times material herein the Union has been and is the exclusive collec- 
tive bargaining representative of certain employees of the village, in a collec- 
tive bargaining unit consisting of journeyman lineman, journeyman lineman and 
W/S, apprentice lineman, bookkeeper and billing clerk but excluding supervisory. 
managerial, confidential, temporary and casual employees. The Union and the 
Employer have been parties to a collective bargaining agreement covering wages, 
hours and working conditions of the employees in the bargaining unit that 
expired on January 1, 1991. 

On December 11, 1990, the parties exchanged their initial proposals on mat- 
ters to be included in a new collective bargaining agreement. The parties met 
on one occasion in an effort to reach an accord on a new collective bargaining 
agreement. On January 31, 1991, the Union filed a petition requesting the 
Commission to initiate arbitration. The investigation conducted by a member of 
the Commission's staff reflected that the parties were deadlocked in their nego- 
tiations. By July 27, 1991 the parties submitted their final offers to the 
investigator and they were advised that the investigation was closed. The 
Commission concluded that an impasse existed between the parties with respect to 
negotiatione leading toward a new collective bargaining agreement covering 
wages, hours and conditions of employment. It ordered that arbitration be ini- 
tiated for the purpose of resolving the impasse and directed the parties to 
select an arbitrator from the panel submitted to them by the Commission. upon 
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being advised that the parties had selected Zel S. Rice II as the arbitrator the 
Commission issued an order on Auguet 15, 1991 appointing him a8 arbitrator to 
issue a final ana binding award to resolve the impasse by selecting either the 
total final off& of the Union or the total final offer of the Employer. 

The parties have reached agreement on every issue except wages. The final 
offer of the Lb&n, attached hereto and marked Exhibit 1, provides that the 
journeyman line&n would receive an increase to $11.32 per hour on January 1, 
1991. On July l!, 1991 that hourly rate would increase to $11.66 per hour. On 
January 1, 1992 Fhe rate would be increased to $12.13 per hour. On July 1, 1992 
the hourly rate ?f a journeyman lineman would be increased to $12.49 per hour. 
The proposal would pay a journeyman lineman and W/S 511.59 pet hour on January 
1, 1991. On Julk 1st the hourly rate would increase to $11.94 and on January 1, 
1992 it would i&ease to $12.42. On July 1, 1992 the hourly rate for a jout- 
neyman lineman a'hd W/S would increase to $12.79 per hour. An apprentice lineman 
would receive SO,, percent of a journeyman lineman's rate for the first twelve 
months of emplo?ent, 60 percent of a journeyman lineman's rate for the second 
twelve months, 7,p percent of a journeyman lineman's rate for the third twelve 
months and 80 percent of a journeyman lineman's rate for the fourth twelve 
months. After f'our years the apprentice lineman would become a journeyman line- 

journeyman linemen have at least five years 
The Union's proposal would pay a bookkeeper $8.35 an 

hour on January ;!l, 1991, 58.60 per hour on July 1, 1991, $8.94 an hour on 
January 1, 1992 /and $9.21 per hour on July 1, 1992. A billing clerk would 
receive $6.29 aq hour on January 1, 1991, $6.48 on July 1, 1991, $6.74 per hour 
on January 1, 1992 and 56.94 per hour on July 1, 1992. The Employer's final 
offer, attached Ihereto and marked Exhibit B proposed revising the wage rates to 
reflect a 3 perdent increase to the journeyman lineman, journeyman lineman and 
W/S, bookkeep&and billing clerk effective l-l-91 and a 1 percent increase 
effective 7-l-9$, a 3 percent increase effective l-l-92 and a 1 percent increase 
effective 7-l-92. Its proposal would pay the journeyman lineman and W/S $11.47 
Per hour on Jan&y 1, 1991, $11.59 per hour on July 1, 

1992 1 
1991, 511.93 per hour on 

January 1, ;and $12.05 per hour on July 1, 1992. Its proposal would pay the 
journeyman lineman $11.21 per hour on January 1, 
1, 1991, Sll.bbilpet hour on January 1, 

1991, $11.32 per hour on July 
1992 and $11.78 per hour on July 1, 1992. 

The Employer's proposal would provide the bookkeeper with an hourly wage of 
$8.27 per hour dn January 1, 1991. 
pee hour end on~~January 1, 

On July 1, 1991 it would increase to $8.35 
1992 it would increase to 58.60 per hour and on July 

1, 1992 it woul+ increase to SE.69 per hour. The billing clerk would receive a 
Salary Of Sb.23i;per hour on January 1, 1991. On July 1, 1991 it would increase 
to $6.29 per hodr. On January 1, 1992 it would increase to $6.48 per hour and 
On July 1, 1992iit would increase to $6.54 per hour. The Employer's proposal 
would provide ai journeyman lineman and journeyman lineman and W/S a one year 
Percentage liftlover 1990 of 4.04 percent. The bookkeeper would receive a 4.02 
Percent increa& and a billing clerk would receive a 4 percent lift. The 
Employer's prop&al would provide the journeyman lineman a 2 year percentage 
lift over 1990 tf 8.24 percent and the journeyman lineman and W/S would receive 
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a 2 year percentage lift of 8.25 percent. The bookkeeper would receive a lift 
of 8.17 percent over the 2 year period and the billing clerk would receive an 
lift of 8.18 percent. The Union's offer would provide the journeyman lineman 
with a one year percentage lift over 1990 of 7.1 percent and the journeyman 
lineman and W/S would receive a 7.18 percent lift. The bookkeeper would receive 
a one year percentage lift over 1990 of 7.10 percent and the billing clerk would 
receive one of 7.11 percent. The Union's proposal would provide the journeyman 
lineman a two year percentage lift over 1990 of 14.80 percent and the journeyman 
lineman and W/S would receive a 14.81 percent lift. The bookkeeper would 
receive a 2 year percentage lift over 1990 of 14.69 percent and the billing 
clerk would receive a lift of 14.71 percent. 

The Employer first started operating the utility in 1917. Prior to that a 
private individual built a dam to power his mill. Later he furnished electri- 
city to some neighbors. In 1917 the Employer took over the dam and started pro- 
viding electricity to the village itself. It began providing service to the 
rural areas in 1924. The Employer installed diesel generators in 1945. It 
began to purchase power from the Wisconsin Power and Light Company and in 1976 
it discontinued utilizing the diesel generators. Recently the Employer has 
modernized the utility by installing an automation package that enables the uti- 
lity to handle increased loads during times of great demand. 

In 1990 the Employer paid s wage of $lO.SS per hour to a jourveyman lineman, 
and $11.14 per hour to the journeyman lineman and W/S. The bookkeeper received 
SE.03 per hour and the billing clerk received $6.05 per hour. 

COMPARABLE GROUPS 

The Union proposes two comparable groups. One of them, hereinafter referred 
to as Comparable Group A consists of the municipal utilites of Algoma, Black 
River Falls, Clintonville, Elkhorn, Kiel, New Holstein and Spooner. Each of 
those municipal utilites serves a population of less than 5,000 people. The 
population ranges from a low of 2,365 at Spooner to a high of 4,605 at Elkhorn. 
The Union also proposes another comparable group of municipal utilities, 
hereinafter referred to a Comparable Group B, serving populations of more than 
5,000 people. Those utilties are Jefferson, Kaukauna, New London, OcOnOmOwOC, 
Shawano, Sturgeon Bay and Wisconsin Rapids. The populations served by those 
utilities ranges from a low of 6,210 at New London to a high of 66,152 at 
Jefferson. The Employer proposes a comparable group, hereinafter referred to as 
Comparable Group C, consisting of the municipal utilities at Algoma, Eagle 
River, Florence and Oconto Falls. The utilities in Comparable Group C all have 
less than 2,000 customers. The number of customers ranges from a low Of 922 
Customers at Florence to a high of 1,907 customers at Algoma. The Employer ser- 
ves 912 customers. 

The utilities in Algoma, Clintonville, Kiel and New Holstein, which are four 
Of the seven utilities in Comparable A, lie within 75 miles of the Employer. 
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Spooner, Elkhornlland Black River Falls are much further away. The utilities in 
Shawano and New London in Comparable Group B are within a few miles of the 
Employer but they serve a much larger number of customers. The utilities in 
Cpmparable Group,C all lie within 75 miles of the Employer anB the number Of 
customers they serve ranges from 922 at Florence to 1,907 at Algoma. 

The Union a&es that proximity is an important factor in identifying com- 
parables becauselthe utilities compete for employees within the same labor 
market and exper'ienoe the same economic conditions. It contends that on this 
basis Shawano, a'ithough much larger than the Employer, and New London and 
Clintonville a&preferred cornparables. It al& argues that the goal of 
arbitration is i& replicate to the extent possible the outcoke which could be 
expected from s&cessful collective bargaining and the most appropriate corn- 
parisons should iinclude utilities that bargain collectively with their 
employees. It contends that Comparable Group A and B and particularily those 
municipal utilidies that are in the immediate geographic area provide the best 
comparisons. Itl contends that Comparable Group C includes only one municipal 
utility that ha{ organized employees and bargains with them. 

The Employe! argues that Comparable Group C more appropriately fits the cri- 
teria of compar&ility than either of the Union's groups. It points out that 
six of the muni&pal utilities in Comparable Groups A and B are 100 miles or 
more from the Edployer and there is no data as to the number of employees. It 
contends that tie considerable distances from the Employer of Black River Falls, 
Elkhorn, Jeffer{on, OCO~~~OWOC, Rice Lake and Spooner weigh heavily against the 
Union's proposed Comparable groups. The Employer argues that based on distance, 
revenue and percentage of rural customers , the Union's proposed municipal utili- 
ties are not cl&e to being in the same labor market as the Employer. It sserts 
that Comparsble~~Group C consists of municipal utilities that are comparable in 
size to the Employer and are geographically proximate to it. It contends that 
the scope of a *parable pool is not limited to unionized municipal utility 
employees. I, 

The arbitrator agrees that the Employer's Comparable Group C is appropriate 
for comparative)purposes. It consists of municipal utilities that have about 
the same number/ of customers as the Employer. Both Comparable Groups A and B 
include municipal utilities that have many more customers and some of them are 
not in the same geographic area. i Comparable Group C does stretch out quite a 
distance from the Employer. some of the utilities in it are located 75 miles 
away from the Aployer and cannot be considered as being geographically proxi- 
mate or having !Isimilar economic conditions. 
same labor mar&t as Shawano and New London. 

The Employer's employees are in the 
They work and trade in an eConOmiC 

area that is m&h more similar to Shawano than it is to Eagle River or Florence. 
The Employer's 'customers are completely surrounded by and constitute just a 
small island id the customer area of the Shawano utility. Accordingly, while 
the arbitrator j~finds Comparable Group C to be appropriate, he must consider wage 
rates paid by the Shawano, New London, 
utilities in C&parable Groups A and B. 

Clintonville and other nearby municipal 



WAGES 

The Employer's proposal of 3 percent/l percent increase both years of the 
1991-92 contract is a reasonable increase if one considers only the increases 
given by other utilities in any of the comparable groups or those given to other 
public employees and private sector employees in the immediate geographical area 
of the Employer. The pattern of settlements in Comparable Group C relied upon 
by the Employer ranges from 4 percent to 51 percent in 1991 and that is in the 
same ballpark as the Employer's proposed 4 percent lift during that year at a 
cost to it of 3f percent. The Union's demand for a 7 percent lift over that 
year at a cost to the employer of about 54 percent can not be justified in the 
absence of some other circumstance. The Employer's proposal is close to the 
increase in the cost of living. Comparable Group C only has two settlements for 
1992 and they provide 4 percent and 5 percent increases. The Employer offers a 
4 percent lift during 1992 at a cost to it of 3f percent and the Union requests 
e 7 percent lift at a cost to the Employer of 54 percent. The Employer's propo- 
sal is somewhat lower than the increase in the cost of living for the preceeding 
year but it is close to the other municipal settlements in the City of Shaweno 
and Shawano County which make up the labor market and geographical area and 
market basket in which the Employer is located. There would seem to be no 
justification for a lift of 7 percent each year for this bargaining unit at a 
cost to the Employer of 54 percent each year unless there is some other cir- 
cumstance that would justify it. 

Another circumstance does exist that changes the picture completely. The 
Union's proposal would allow lineman in the bargaining unit to reach a wage Of 
$11.66 by the end of 1991. That rate is well below the rate paid to a lineman 
in any of the municipal utilities in Comparable Group A. The lowest comparison 
is found in Algoma and its lineman who have at least five years experience 
receive $12.28 per hour in 1991, which is .62 above the Union's final offer. 
Clintonville paid its lineman $12.69 per hour in 1991, which is $1.03 per hour 
more than the Union proposes for this bargaining unit. In Kiel the lowest rated 
lineman received $12.20 per hour from June of 1990 to June of 1991. Other com- 
munities in Comparable Group A pay still higher hourly rates ranging from a low 
of $14.06 per hour at New Holstein to a high of $17.19 per hour at Wisconsin 
Rapids. Oconto Falls paid lineman $14.80 per hour in 1991. The same pattern 
continues for 1992. The Union's final offer of a 4 percent/3 percent increase 
will bring the Employer's lineman up to $12.49 per hour in July of 1992 which is 
-36 below the rate in Algoma where a lineman with five year% seniority will 
receive $12.83 per hour. The disparity between the Employer's rate and the 
rates of comparable municipal utilities is very great. Comparing rates received 
by other employees in comparable municipal utilities in the same geographical 
area in 1991 to those that the Union's proposal would provide the bargaining 
unit in 1992 indicates the extent of the gap. The Union's proposed rate for 
lineman in 1992 is still -20 per hour less than Clintonville linemen enjoyed 
throughout 1991 and dollars lower than the lineman rate in other comparable 
municipal utilities. 
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The Employer's final offec a 1992.of $11.78 per hour would cause the 
bargaining unit fo fall more than 91.'00 behind Algoma's lineman who will receive 
$12.83 per hour and more than 53.@D ,per hour less than the 1992 rate for lineman 
in the municipal),:utilities in sh;seeano, New London, New Holstein, Oconto Falls 
and Clintonville; 
lower than the lb91 

In fact the Bm@oyer'e 1992 maximum rate ia more than $1.00 
rate for ocodx-Falls, Shawano, New London and New Holstein. 

A comparisonl,of the Bmployer'cs 1991 bookkeeper's rates with the bookkeeper's 
rates for municipal utilities in -parable Group C discloses that the 
bargaining unit Clerical employeesa are entitled to catch up. The Union's 1991 
Offer will bringlthe bookkeeper rqp %o $8.60 per hour which will still keep it 
well below the bbokkeeper rate atrrhe Algoma municipal utility. The Employer's 
offer would mainiain a gap for the Employer's bookkeeper8 ranging from .50 a" 
hour to $1.31 p& hour behind the 11991 rates in Comparable Group C. 

The Union's proposal would p@- a billing clerk $6.48 per hour in July of 
1991 which would be lower than thez ,rate for every other billing clerk in 
Comparable Gro+ C except at Bag&e River. Florence is the only municipal uti- 
lity in Compara+e Group C that w reached agreement for 1992 and it will pay 
its billing clerk $8.32 pet hcmrvdbich should be compared to the hnployer's 
maximum rate to+; billing clerk 011l July 1, 1991 of $6.48 per hour. The 
Bmployer's 1991 rate for billing &erk on July 1, 1991 is $6.29 per hour which 
should be compar?ed to the 1991 axrerage rate for a billing clerk in Comparable 
Group C of $7.14 per hour. 
a billing clerk !I 

Its &rwposal for July 1, 1992 of $6.54 per hour for 
is lower than the average rate for a billing clerk in Comparable 

Group C for 1991. 

The ratee fdr a lineman with 5 years experience in Comparable Group C in 
1991 were $12.2i per hour at Algauna, $12.86 per hour at Eagle River, $14.80 per 
hour at Oconto ialls and $9.79 per hour at Florence. The average rate wae 
$12.16 per hour! The Bmployer'e P991 rate for a lineman with five years 
experience would be $11.32 per lwmx which is 
in Comparable G+oup C for that ytmar. 

.64 per hour less than the average 
The Union's proposal of 511.66 per hour 

for a lineman with five years qrience on July 1, 1991 would be .50 behind the 
average rate fo: lineman in Mle Group C and at least .62 less than line- 

utility in -parable Group C except Florence. 

between the wage rates provided to the 
to the rates paid similar employees of other 

comparable group is used for camparison. 
With the exception of the linemen rate in Florence, which is at least 75 miles 
away from the Ebhployer and where *he employees are not represented by a Union, 
comparable clas;ification in -r&ale Groups A, B and C will receive more than 
the Employer's bployees regardlms of which offer the arbitrator would Select. 
Only Florence wguld pay its lm 
bookkeeper mod. 

less and it pays its billing clerk and 
This is exactly .the situation in which catch up pay is 

appropriate. The Union's proposal does provide a 7 percent lift in each year Of 
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the contract and that is a substantial amount. It is a greater lift than the 
arbitrator would be inclined to give were it not for the fact that there is such 
a disparity between the rate paid by the Employer and the rate paid by every 
other municipal utility to every classificaiton except for the rates for lineman 
at Florence. The Union's proposal has lessened the impact of that 7 percent 
wage lift each year by proposing that it.be given in two steps which would 
reduce the cost of the increase to 5f percent each year. That is greater 
than the increase in the cost of living, but it is justified in view of the need 
for catch up. 

The Employer argues that health care costs paid fully by the Employer must 
also be considered by the arbitrator. Certainly the total package cost of the 
Employer's proposal should be considered. nowever no evidence was presented 
that would indicate that the fringe benefit package of the Employer is higher 
than the comparisons utilized by the Employer or the Union. The fact that the 
Employer pays 100 percent of the health insurance expense does not justify it 
paying salaries well below the rates paid by every comparable community for 
every classification except the lineman rate in Florence. While the actual 
lift provided by the Union's proposal is 7 percent each year, the actual 
increased cost to the Employer each year for the wage lift is 54 percent. That 
is not an outrageous cost in order to bring the bargaining unit closer to the 
average wage paid by other municipal utilities. 

The Employer argues that it spent more money than it took in during August, 
September and October of 1991. That deficit resulted from the fact that the 
Employer was engaged in a modernization project that resulted in a temporary 
shutdown of all of its generators and it had to purchase all of its power. Its 
expenses were inflated during those months. 

The Employer takes the position that because of the state of the local farm 
economy, its customers cannot pay increased rates. Even though a large percan- 
tage of the Employer's customers are classified as rural, only SO of them are 
actually involved in farming. That is less than 10 percent of the Employer's 
customers. The Shawano municipal utility serves a large rural population 
surrounding the Employer and a much larger number of fanners. They face the 
same economic conditions that the farm customers of the Employer face and the 
municipal utility has seen fit to provide its employees with wages well above 
those sought by the Union for the members of this bargaining unit. The 
Employer's customer base is a small island surrounded on all sides by customers 
of Shawano utility. Its employees perform the same type of work and shop in the 
Same markets as those of the Shawano municipal utility. It has to be par- 
ticularily galling to the Employer's employees to receive as much as $3.00 per 
hour less than employees of the Shawano municipal utility who live only a few 
miles away and do the ssme work and shop in the same markets. 

The Employer argues that the interest and welfare of the public does not 
support the wage demands of the Union. It points out that it has taken measures 
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ta Contain costs'by producing its own power during peak hours and reevaluating 
itte insurance poTicy without affecting benefit levels or beginning employee 
crzc%tributions to!;the premiums. Every utility is expected to take all of those 
-8ur.s~ and thejmere fact that the Employer has done so does not mean that it 
euld pay its e$ployees lower wages than other municipal utilities do. It 
arqaes that its reason to exist is to save its customers money. That is 
not a valid reasbn for paying its employees less than is normally received by 
egloyees doing &parable work. The Employer had a rate increase in 1989 and 
thgt was the fir!& one for the utility in six years. It suggests that the 
incrrease propose& by the Union may result in another request for a rate increase 
aad 'the arbitratbr agrees that is a possibility. The Employer argues that fre- 
@aznt rate increbses will result in it charging its customers rates equal to 
thiat charged by bther utilities. That is not a reason for not paying the 
eis@Loyees rates bornparable to those paid by other utilities. The members of the 
baq$aining unit pould not have to bear the cost of providing cheap electricity 
tm rthe Employer'+ customers by accepting wages that axe far lower than the rate 
ard&narily paid Fo employees of municipal utilities doing similar work. That 
arg$ument might have some merit if the Employer was already charging electrical 
r&es as high ori higher than other municipal utilities but it is not. It points 
virr;h pride to the fact that its rates are low and that is certainly something to 
be tproud of. Ii&ever the low rates for electrical service should not be main- 
taiiPed by paying? employees less than the amount ordinarily paid to employees of 
mnzn'icipe.1 utilities who are performing the same work. 

The work of /a lineman for an electrical utility is dangerous work, par- 
Wlarily when~there are storms and power lines come down. Great skill and 
rigLd.safety meysures are required of lineman in those circumstances. It 
x'mquires just a~ much skill and just as much care for a lineman working in the 
-11 area served by the Employer as it does for a lineman working in the 
Shawano municipil utility service area that surrounds it. The employees do 
time same work add face the same dangers and shop in the same marketplace. There 
ip laothing in tie statutes that justifies paying the Empioyer's employees wages 
that are well b+ow the average wage paid to employees doing similar work in the 
region. The Gn+on's proposal will provide members of the bargaining unit with 
-es that are still lower than those received by employees doing similar work 
b&t it does proiide improvement in the wage relationships. 

It therefor? follows from the above facts and discussion thereon that the 
tiersigned renders the following 

1 

AWARD 

After full bonsideration of the criteria set forth in the statutes and after 
czazeful and extbnsive evaluation of the testimony, arguments, exhibits and 
bz%efs of the phies the arbitrator finds that the Union's final offer mote 

1 



closely adheres to the statutory criteria than that of the Employer and directs 
that the Union's proposal contained in Exhibit 1 be incorporated into the 
collective bargaining agreement 88 a resolution of this dispute. 

Dated at Sparta, Wisconsin thi8 2 
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Narnr of Case: 

The followi&, or the attachment -hereto, constitutes our final offer for the 
purposes of arbitration pursuant to Section 111.70f4)(cm)6. of the Municipal Employment 
Relations Act. iA copy of such final offer has been submitted to the other party 
Involved in this p)rocceding, and the undersigned has received a copy of the final offer 
of the other party. page of the attachment hereto has been initialed by me. 

)( Further, we (do) authorize inclusion of nonresidents of Wisconsin on the 
arbitration panel ito itted to the Commission. 

x On Behalf of: :( /58 z R. E.&A 

RRR Cert. 8 P 0551847 113 

- WISCONSIN EMPLdYMENT - 
RELATIONS COMM’ISSION 

ZMAR09. FT 
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- WlSCONSlN EMPLOYMENT - 
RELATIONS COMMISSION 

FINAL OFFER of LOCAL UNION 158, I.B.E.W., 

FOR 'l!EE EMPU)YEES 

at 

VII&AGE OF GRESHAM UTILITIES 

1991-1992 AGREEMENT 

These are the proposals for the final offer 
of the employees at village of Qresham 
Utilities. All other Articles would remain 
the same as is in the Agreement. 

June 28, 1991 



FINAL OFFER 
Page 1 
June 28, 1991 

STIPULATIONS 

ARTICLE III 

Section 5B - Holidays 

OLD LANGUAGEa; 

If work other than duty pay work is required on these named holidays, an employee 
receive deeb4-e the straight time rate for hours worked in 

pay, or, alternatively, shall be paid straight time and 
allowed time bff equal to the time worked at the discretion of the employee. 
If an employed is on duty during a holiday, the employee will receive a day off 
on the week following the week in which the holiday occurs. 

$ 

NEW LANGUAGE: ~~ 
iJ 

If work other'ihan duty pay work is required on these named holidays, an employee 
who must work1 shall receive one and one-half the straight time rate for hours 
worked in addition to the holiday pay, or, alternatively, shall be paid straight 
time and allc!wed time off equal to the time worked at the discretion of the 
employee. If/an employee is on duty during a holiday, the employee will receive 
a day off on the week following the week in which the holiday occurs. 

ARTICLB III 

section 6 - Sick Leave Pay 

, 

OLD LANGUAGE t ' 

Paragraph 1 

where the employee shall be 

hours of warp on that day. If an employee works less than four hours, the 
employee shafl be charged with a full day of sick leave. 

NBW IANGUAGE: 

All full-t+ employees shall receive nine sick days per year and may accumulate 
up to sixty days. Sick leave is granted in full day units only, except when an 
employee be&es ill while at work, where the employee shall be charged with 
using one-haif day sick leave if the employee completes four or more hours of 
work on that/day. If-an employee works less than four hours, the employee shall 
be charged with a full day of sick leave. 

JSW/las/opeiu #'9 
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FINAL OFFER 
Page 2 
June 28, 1991 

STIPDLATIONS CONTINUED 

ARTICLE IV 

Section 4 - Pire Pay 

OLD LANGUAGE: 

NEh' LANGUAGE, 

Employees who are members of the Gresham Volunteer Fire Department who sre 
summoned for fire calls while on duty or summoned before duty but still 
responding after duty begins shall receive the difference in pay between the 
Employee's straight time hourly earnings (up to a maximum of eight hours per day 
or forty hours per week) and the amount received as a volunteer fire fighter. 
This benefit shall only apply to days when the Employee is scheduled to work and 
shall not apply to any days the Employee is scheduled for stand by or on call. 
The Employee must present proof of service and the total amount of fire call pay 
received. Employees on fire calls are expected to report to work as soon as 
possible after responding to a fire call. 

ARTICLE IX 

OLD LWGUAGE: 

Section 1 - Pension 

the Utility agrees to pay the mandatory employee 
contribution at the current statutory rate of gross wages, and the required 
employer contribution, for participation in the Wisconsin Retirement System for 
all full-time and part-time employees for each year of 600 hours or more of 
employment. 

NEW LANGUAGE: 

The Utility agrees to pay the mandatory employee contribution at the current 
statutory rate Of gross wages, and the tequized employer contribution, for 
participation in the Wisconsin Retirement System for all full-time and part- 
time employees for each year of 600 hours or more of employment. 
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FINAL OFFER 
Page 3 
June 28, 1991’ 

STIPULATIONS CONTINUED 

ARTICLE II 

Section 2 - Life Insurance 

OLD I&NQUAGE~~ 

the Utility agrees to pay all premiums to participate 
Insurance Plan for all employees. The coverage will 

he employee's previous calendar year 
race, and supplemental life insurance 

loyee's previous calendar year earnings 
erment benefits in the q eme amount. 

The Utility agrees to pay all premiums to participate in the State Group Life 
Insurance Plb for all employees. The coverage will provide basic life insurance 
equal to thlk employee's previous calendar year earnings, plus spouse and 
dependent in&axe, and supplemental life insurance equal to fifty percent (60%) 
of the emploiee's previous calendar year earnings including accidental death and 
dismemberme& benefits in the same amount. 

1 ARTICLE IX 

Ij section 3 - Disability 

OLD LANGUAGi 

,,,_.. * '- the Utility will b in the State Group 
Income Cont&uation Insurance Program for all eligible employees, with a 90 day 
calendar waiting period, and agrees to pay all premiums. Employees with 
disability&f less than 90, butmorethan 60 days, will receive benefits directly 
from the Utdlity on the same basis as if they were covered by the Group InCOme 
Continuatio; insurance Program with a 60 calendar day waiting period. 

NEW LANGUAGE: 

me Utilitv'will continue to varticioate in the State Group Income COntinUatiOn 
Insurance P&gram for all eligible employees, with a 90 day calendar waiting 
period, andjagrees to pay all premiums. Employees with disability of less than 
90, but more than 60 days, will receive benefits directly from the Utility on 
the same badis as if they were covered by the Group Income continuation Insurance 
Program with a 60 calendar day waiting period. 

1 



FINAL OFFER 
Page 4 
June 28, 1991 

STIPULATIONS CONTINUED 

ARTICLE XIV 

DURATION OF AGREENENT 

OLD LANGUAGE: 

This Agreement shall become effective as of January 1, 4988 and shall remain 
in full force and effect until and including December 31, M. It shall 
continue in effect from year to year thereafter, from January 1 to December 31 
of each year unless either party, prior to October 1, before the anniversary 
date, notifies the other party, in writing, of its desire to amend or terminate 
this Agreement. Whenever notice is given for change , the nature of the changes 
desired must be specified in the notice. 

NEW LANGUAGE: 

This Agreement shall become effective as of January 1, 1991, and shall remain 
in full force and effect until and including December 31, 1992. It shall 
continue in effect from year to year thereafter, from January 1 to December 31 
of each year unless either party, prior to October 1, before the anniversary 
date, notifies the other party, in writing, of its desire to amend or terminate 
thie Agreement. Whenever notice i,s given for change, the nature of the changes 
desired must be specified in the notice. 

SCHEDULE "A" 

Last Paragraph deleted 

TODELETE 

LE!ITER OF AGREEBENT 

JSWflasfopeiu 19 



FINAL OFFER 
Page 5 
June 28, 1991 

UNION PROPOSAL 

ELECTRIC, 

01101191 01101191 01/01/92 07/01192 

Journeyman L&man bll.32 $11.66 $12.13 612.49 
II 

Journeyman Li'neman 6 w/s $11.59 $11.94 $12.42 $12.79 
I 

Apprentice L+eman 1st 12 months 50% of Journeyman Lineman rate 
I 2nd 12 months 60% of Journeyman Lineman rate 

3rd 12 months 70% of Journeyman Lineman rate 
4th 12 months 80% of Journeyman Lineman rate 

Bookkeeper [ $ a.35 $ 8.60 $ 8.94 $ 9.21 

Billing Cler$ $ 6.29 $ 6.48 $ 6.74 5 6.94 

Employees a.1 expected to make every reasonable attempt to attend training and 
echooling pr!ovided and/or paid for by the Utility. The Utility agrees to 
establish a slchoolbonue system in which employees will receive a monetary bonus, 
the amount t? be at the discretion of the Utility, for each class satisfactorily 
completed and approved by the utility. 

4 
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Name of Case: 

The following, or the attachment hereto, constitutes our final offer for the 
purposes of arbitration pursuant to Section I I I .70(11fcm)6. of the Municipal Employment 
Relations Act. A copy of such final offer has been submitted 10 the other parry 
rnvolved in this proceeding, and the undersigned has received a copy of the final offer 
of the other of the attachment hereto has been initialed hY me. 

x authorize inclusion of nonresidents of Wisconsin on the 
to the Commission. 

K On Behalf of: 

- WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT - 
RELATIONS COMMISSION 

ZMARB9.FT 



-WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT - 
RELATIONS COMMISSION 

FINAL OFFER OF 

JTILLAGE OF GRESHAM UTILITY 

IBEW LOCAL UNION 158 

1991-92 Agreement 

The Utility resdrves the right to modifr, add to, delete or revise any of the responses or 
proposals set f&h herein (II any time during the course of the bargaining process prior IO 
the close of th: investigation per the previously agreed procedure. 

July 22, 1991 ; 



1. PrOpOsals: 

ARTICLE IV. WAGE RATES. s 
Section 1 - Pay Rates. 

Revise Schedule A wage rates to reflect 3% increase to Journeyman Lineman, Journeyman 
Lineman and W/S, Bookkeeper and Billing Clerk effective l/1/91, and a 1% increase 
effective 711191, a 3% increase effective 111192, and a 1% increase effective 7/l/92. 

2 
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2. IncorDorate Tentative Aweements: 

ARTICLE “I. HOURS OF WORK. 

Revise Section SB - Holidays, as follows: 

If work other than duty pay work is required on these named holidays an 
employee who must work shall receive one and one-1rnlf the straight hme rate 
for hours\ worked in addition to the holiday pay, or, alternatively, shall be 
paid straight time and allowed time off equal to the time worked at the 
discretion of the employee. If an employee is on duty during a holiday, the 
employee will receive a day off on the week following the week in which the 
holiday @rs. 

ARTICLE I@. HOURS OF WORK 

Revise Section 6; - Sick Leave Pay, as follows: 

A full-time employee shall receive nine sick days per year and may accumulate up to 
rrLrfy days. Sick leave is granted in full day units only, except when an employee 
becomes fill while at work, where the employee shall be charged with using one-half 
day sick leave if the employee completes four or more hours of work on that day. If 
an employee works less than four hours, the employee shall be charged with a full 
day of sick leave. 

WAGE RATES. 

Section 4 - Fire Pav. 

Revise to read as follows: 

Employees who are members the Gresham Volunteer Fire Department who 
are summoned for fire calls while on duty or summoned before duty but still . 
responding after duty begins shall receive the difference in pay between the 
Employee’s straight time hourly earnings (up to a maximum of eight hours 
per day or forty hours per week) and the amount received as a volunteer fire 
fighter. liThis benefit shall only apply to days when the Employee is scheduled 
to work and shall not apply to any days the Employee is scheduled for stand 
by or onlcall. The Employee must present proof of service and the total 
amount of fire call pay received. Employees on fire calls are expected to 
report tom work as soon as possible after responding to a tire call. 
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ARTICLE IX. PENSION AN9 INSURANCE. 

Section 1 - Pension. 

Revise as follows: 

The Utility agrees to pay the mandatory employee contribution at the current 
statutory rate of gross wages, and the required employer contribution, for 
participation in the W isconsin Retirement System for all full-time and part-time 
employees for each year of 600 hours or more of employment. 

Delete Paragraph 2 of Section 1. 

Section 2 - Life Insurance 

Revise as follows: 

The Utility agrees to pay all premiums to participate in the State Group Life 
Insurance Plan for all employees., The coverage will provide basic life insurance 
equal to the employee’s previous calendar year earnings, plus spouse and dependent 
insurance, and supplemental life insurance equal to fifty percent (50%) of the 
employee’s previous calendar year earnings including accidental death and 
disbursement benefits in that same amount. 

Delete Paragraph 2 of Section 2. 

Section 3 - Disabilitv 

Revise as follows: 

The Utility will continue to par?iciprzte in the State Group Income Continuation 
Insurance Program for all eligible employees, with a 90 day calendar waiting period, 
and agrees to pay all premiums. Employees with disability of less than 90, but more 
than 60 days, will receive benefits directly from the Utility on the same basis as if 
they were covered by the Group Income Continuation Insurance Program with a 60 
calendar day waiting period. 

Schedule A 

Delete last paragraph. 

Letter of Agreement 

Delete Letter of Agreement pertaining to Standby Duty and Call-In Pay. 
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ARTICLE $I’. DURATION OF AGREEMENT. 

Revise dates to Ireflect agreement duration from January 1, 1991 through December 31, 1992 
(two year agreept). 

. . . 
/ 


